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Abstract - Paper reviews the challenges of implementing Artificial Intelligence in developing countries. Further it focuses on some of the solutions to overcome these challenges and create awareness among the people for the applications of Artificial Intelligence in Public Health System.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” was first introduced by John McCarthy in 1956. It was based on the concept of thinking machines but as this field progress, the definition of artificial intelligence keeps on changing. According to the modern dictionary artificial intelligence is defined as the sub-field of computer science that imitate human beings in various aspects. English Oxford Living dictionary termed Artificial Intelligence as the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages. Meriam-Webster, a famous scientist also defines artificial intelligence as the branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent behavior in computers and the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior (Marr,2018).

Several Technological industries such as I.B.M, Google, Apple and Microsoft comes together to work on artificial intelligence to benefit the society. It becomes very important part in present situation and it is highly use in every field we can imagen such as Marketing, Banking, Finance, Gaming, Health Care, Automobiles and Chatbots.

Artificial Intelligence in Public Health have already shown great results by the use of various applications such as integrated health information systems, patient education, geocoding health data, social media analytics, epidemic and syndromic surveillance, predictive modeling and decision support, mobile health, and medical imaging (Nejad et al, 2018). It also increases speed, accuracy and productivity in delivering Health Care Services to the society eventually leads to the reduction of disease burden from the targeted population (Panda et al, 2018). In 2017, the United Nations (UN) convened a global meeting to discuss the development and deployment of AI applications to reduce poverty and deliver a broad range of critical public services (Geneva, 2017). Recently, another UN meeting brought together various stakeholders to assess the role AI could play in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (see U.N).

II. APPLICATIONS OF AI IN PUBLIC HEALTH:

1. Managing Electronic Medical Records (EMRs):

Electronic Medical Records are the digital medical records of the patients based on the traditional paper medical records (Wahl, 2018) (Rouse,2011). These medical records can be collected at pharmacy, hospitals and even private clinics. AI provides the edge to the health workers to maintain EMRs of the individuals which can be access from anywhere around the globe using cloud computing. EMRs are also very important to the health professionals in collection of data for research in medical field and health informatics. Further, it can be used for surveillance of the chronic diseases (Chiolero et al, 2013).

2. Digital Consultation:

Digital consultations made its place in present situation because of the smartphones, apps like Babylon in UK use AI to give medical consultation to the users by analyzing the symptoms and history of the medical reports of the person comparing from the data base of illnesses. If the situation is worse than app advice to consult the physician personally, if not than it automatically prescribes effective treatment according to the symptoms. Another digital
consultation that functions on AI is Buoy, symptom checker chatbot which uses canned response and help patient to choose from the options based on their health issue (Reynoso, 2019).

3. Doing repetitive jobs:

Work like analyzing tests, CT scans, X-Rays and maintaining electronic medical records of the patients can be more accurate and much faster using AI. Radiology and Cardiology are the two disciplines which require huge amount of time but in future AI can also reduce this time. Cardiologists and Radiologist will look into the complex cases where human supervision will require (Navito, 2015).

4. Health Monitoring:

Health monitoring mainly done through the use of wearable health trackers such as fitbit, apple watch, garmin, etc. The concept of Wearable Health Devices (WHDs) was introduced in 1990 to make the individual monitoring their own health and fitness which also referred as “Patient empowerment”. These wearable keeps track of the health and fitness status of the user which is also important for early diagnosis of cardio vascular diseases and providing data to the clinicians for the treatment. Further, self-monitoring of health status leads to increase awareness of maintaining good health among the people (Dias and Cunha, 2018).

5. Drug Development:

Developing drugs through traditional methods of clinical trials requires more time and money. Hence, pharmaceutical industries are now accepting AI based system for creation of new drugs and acknowledge its abilities to address the therapeutic needs of the patients who suffer from viral diseases to complex diseases such as Cancer, Tuberculosis and Alzheimer’s. AI based platform of drug development provide the better results to the pharmaceutical industries by cutting down the time and cost of the drugs (Reiss Robert, 2020). AI based drug development program was used in the time of the outbreak of Ebola virus to scan the existing medicines which can be redesign to reduce the effect of the virus and as a result AI program found two medicines which was very effective in controlling the outbreak and save many lives (Navito, 2015).

Challenges in implementing AI in Health Sector in Developing Countries:

AI have huge potential and it keeps on increasing to the different branches of health care system. But there are few challenges that must be resolve before implementing AI base platform in health sector specially in developing countries.

Developing Countries are very new to the applications of AI as compared to the European and Western countries because of the smaller figure of professionals and AI developers (Mahajan et al, 2019). Most of the countries which are financially struggling are using AI based platform made by other countries which results in more expenditure of money in health sector and it leads to the financial burden for the country to spend on its health sector. Hence, these countries are limited to the use of AI in delivering health services.

Lack of awareness for adaptation and implementation of AI in health sector seems challenging for the medical professionals as they are using traditional methods for delivering health care services since the long time. Data privacy and security is also very important part of implementing AI platforms in health sector. Some AI platforms are responsible for sharing an individual medical records on global cloud computing system which make the patients personal information accessible globally even without the knowledge of the patient (McGrail Samantha, 2020).

Another very big challenge of implementing AI in health care in developing countries specially in Asia-Pacific region is due to the lack of availability and accessibility of internet services among the people and it is believed that the number of internet users are far less than compare to the European and Western countries. Mobile Health apps and online consultation are of no use for the people who lives in remote areas as they don’t have the internet access and modern gadgets. Even the people living in mainstream areas are not aware about the emerging AI technology in health care sector which directly reduce the usage of mobile health and online consultation in developing countries (Mahajan et al, 2019).

There are less than 50% of the health professional that responded that they have been provided AI training from their organization and 67% supports the adaptation of AI14. It requires the skill group to implement and use artificial intelligence in health sector and these skills are not taught in many parts of the industries which leads incompatibility of health workers with AI platforms (McGrail Samantha, 2020).
III. CONCLUSION

Artificial Intelligence, no doubt helps the human beings in every way which increases the rate of production, accuracy and reduce the time taken to complete the tasks in any field. AI technologies are highly use in Public Health Sectors specially in Wester and European countries while on the other hand, if we talk about developing countries such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, the use of AI found to be limited as per the population of the country.

There are number of challenges which are standing in the way of implementing AI in developing countries which were discussed above. The governments are now working with tech-companies for implementing the AI in health care system but they also need to focus on building its own AI technology for which they need to create awareness programs for the people and young generation and provide proper education system for designing and developing AI platforms. This will be a little investments for the proper institutions but it will give huge returns in a long run as the developing countries will have its own AI technology which can be applied in health system at less amount of cost and it makes the developing countries self-independent in terms of its AI based platforms. Further, it benefits the Government of developing countries by reducing the financial burden for health sector.

Sharing of personal data without the information of the patient is unethical, many companies which are providing AI technology are working towards the security of the personal data. Governments also introduce various guidelines for maintaining security of the personal or medical records of the patients, this will be the steps towards the cyber security of the data and it will make AI platforms more trustworthy.

Another challenge of developing countries is less accessibility and availability of internet, and without the use of internet the applications of AI are useless. Many telecommunication companies in the developing countries are working with the government to provide internet connectivity to people of the country, even in the remote areas at very low price which make the internet services affordable for maximum number of the population.

The future of Artificial Intelligence is bright, these are some of the challenges and in near future it will be resolve with the collaborative efforts of the AI companies and the governments. It will be really beneficial for the human beings when most of the population around the globe will able to use health services carried out by the artificial intelligence, it may also help to cure many diseases which have no cure at present. Further, it increases the research and production of new pharmaceutical medicines. Hence, awareness about AI in public health is very important and all the stakeholders should also focus on awareness programs for the people regarding Artificial Intelligence.
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